Perkiomen Valley’s Platinum
Man: Richard Gavalis
Millions of records sold. Hundreds of
bands recorded. One ignored call from
Madonna. Enter Dome Sound Studios.

That’s where the music is made. In fact, that’s where dozens of
gold, and even platinum records have been made. You enter the
back door of the building, descend a flight of steps, and arrive
in the world of Richard Gavalis, the engineer and producer who
has called the building home-- at times literally-- for the past 21
years.
“Dome Sound Studios isn’t just a business, it has a vibe and
a history,” says Gavalis, a tall, slim figure with long dark hair.
“It doesn’t look like an office, like many studios do. It’s meant
to be a creative space.”
Gavalis is the second owner in the Dome’s nearly 40-year
history. He took over the studio after its original owner, David

Ivory, himself a prominent producer who now works out of a
studio in Gwynedd Valley, left the space in 1992. Gavalis had
previously worked for Ivory as an engineer for two years, and
couldn’t resist the opportunity to take over when Ivory departed
for the legendary, Philadelphia-based Sigma Sound Studios.
“At that point, if you wanted to record music that would
attract a major label, you needed gear that was hard to get for
under half-a-million dollars,” Gavalis recalls. “David wanted to
move to Sigma so that he could reach those levels.”
So Gavalis went about making the studio his own. He kept
the Dome’s prominent and unique feature: a custom-made
recording studio. Designed by an almost mythical friend of
Ivory’s, a man known as “Rex,” the space was constructed of a
plaster-like material consisting of layers of paper, metal, glue,
and even horse hair.
“What happens is that the sound somewhat travels through,
and doesn’t bounce back,” Gavalis says. “This allows you to
have multiple instruments playing at once, and even if they
are near each other, the microphones won’t pick up the wrong
sounds. Musicians can all play together and it makes bands
more comfortable.”
However, Gavalis added plenty of his own touches. A
handyman of sorts (Gavalis also works in the area as an electrical contractor), he decorated the rest of the cavernous studio
with art, colorful paint jobs, and other creative elements.
Beetlejuice-inspired door frames adorn the hallways, and visitors occasionally lock eyes with a hidden gargoyle or figurine.
The environment lends itself to Gavalis’s style as a producer.
“I try and work a lot of creativity into the recording process.
I tend to think outside of the box, and restructure songs or put
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Gavalis in his element.

A drummer goes to work on his kit during a recording session.

The door leading into the control room of the Dome Recording studio.
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t’s hidden, but it’s there. Driving along Main
Street in downtown Royersford, you pass right
by it as you head toward the Schuylkill River.
You cross Third Avenue and look into the windows
of the Main Street Cafe and French Quarter Bistro-but you miss the seemingly-insignificant, squareshaped, cement building squatting behind them.
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100 Years of
History
Although the past four decades have
been made of music, the building’s
story goes back further.

The Dome’s recording studio is made from unique materials that allow for quality recording, even when multiple instruments are being played.
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These Beetlejuice-esque door frames are just some of the fun alterations
Gavalis made to make the studio a more creative space.
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unusual sounds in,” Gavalis says. “And I encourage artists to
pursue creativity too. I get a lot of repeat clients because of that
- to get my opinion on the music and see what I think can be
made better.”
Gavalis’s career also benefitted from an early adoption of
technology. About two years into his time at the Dome, the first
version of the music-recording software called Pro Tools was
released. Within years, the software would level the industry’s
playing field, allowing small-budgeted studios to create nearly
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Gavalis has produced more than 50 gold,
10 platinum, and several global double
platinum albums in his 30-year career.
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the same quality recordings as places like Sigma.
“At the time, I had engineers working for me who were
pushing me to get tape machines: they didn’t think Pro Tools
was where the industry was headed,” Gavalis recalls.
But he followed his instincts and went the digital route. The
first system cost about $27,000 and used a two-gigabyte hard
drive; not an inexpensive purchase, but a fraction of the cost of
“industry-standard” analog equipment.
The move paid off. Within another year, word got out
locally that Gavalis had the innovative new software, and it
attracted Gavalis’s best-known and most commercially successful clients, the Bloodhound Gang. In less than a year’s time,
the band recorded the album “One Fierce Beer Coaster” at the
Dome, and the stage was set for gold.
“We put a few commercial spots for the album out around
the country,” Gavalis recalled. “A man who owned a Seattle
radio station, which major labels kept their eyes on, happened
to hear one of the spots while driving through Arizona, and then
played some of the songs on the station. It took off from there.”
Gavalis and the band received a barrage of attention from
major labels. He recalls a time when they were sitting in the
studio’s control room, listening to the phone ring incessantly.
“There we were, ignoring calls from major labels [because
of the competition],” he says. “That was a standout moment in
my career, ignoring a call from Madonna, who wanted them for
a label she owned.”
The album became one of the more than 50 gold records Ga-

valis is credited on, in addition to 10 platinum albums, including the Bloodhound Gang’s follow-up record.
However, times became tough for the music industry in the
new millennium. Systems like Pro Tools, which had paved
the way for studios without the deep pockets of major labels,
became so prevalent that bands abandoned studios for a do-ityourself approach.
“Bands decided to record on their own, using really inexpensive software and setting up in basements or wherever else,”
Gavalis says. “On top of that, with the rise in [music pirating]
on the Internet, you could spend a year working on something
and have it stolen in a day.”
However, Gavalis says he has seen a shift back toward
professional recordings. He currently works with about three
dozens clients on projects of varying sizes, and is excited about
local rock outfits like Honor (modern rock) and Crown of Earth
(“throwback” heavy rock) becoming the next big thing out of
the area.
“It always helps to have that set of experienced ears,” says
Gavalis. “You’re starting to see a resurgence of bands heading
into the studio again.”
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Before the Music
The building that houses Dome Sound Studios is
located at 237 Main St. in Royersford. Although it has
been used as a recording studio since David Ivory set
up shop in 1974, Gavalis says the building is nearly a
century old. According to information passed down
to him, it has been used as both a car dealership and a
factory.
Issues of the Pottstown Mercury in the mid-1930s
refer to a Tyson Motor Co. garage at the address, while
papers from the 1940s pinpoint the Chrysler-Plymouth
dealership at 235 Main St.
Gavalis also says that the building was formerly used
as a factory for the Valley Forge Flag Company.
“Legend has it... that the flag that draped over John F.
Kennedy’s coffin was made in this building,” Gavalis says.
The Big 4-0
The building will hit its 40th anniversary in housing
Dome Sound Studios in 2014.
Gavalis says he hopes to hold festivities, but will
certainly continue to record music for the foreseeable
future.
Visit domesound.net or email info@domesound.com for
more.

The Dome Sound Studio, just off the corner of Main Street and Third
Avenue in Royersford.
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